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Abstract

We collect a unique dataset of Twitter posts and use these posts to contrast investors’ private

opinions about stocks with opinions available in public press releases. This technique allows us

to directly measure the divergence of investors’ opinions from publicly available information. We

find that post-earnings announcement returns are significantly more negative when divergence of

opinion is present in the pre-announcement period. These negative post-announcement returns are

concentrated in stocks where divergence of opinion is resolved into agreement after the announce-

ment. Consistent with recent theory, investors’ opinions can either converge or diverge around

earnings announcements and the level of this disagreement is strongly related to volume.



1 Introduction

In recent years the use of computer programs to interpret written language and the availability of

web-based data have improved dramatically our ability to identify proxy variables that can be used

to re-examine and validate existing research on financial markets. We use a unique dataset of social

network investor opinions to demonstrate this phenomenon by analyzing the impact that divergence

of opinion over a public signal has on price and volume around earnings announcements. Instead

of using traditional proxy variables such as income volatility (Berkman, Dimitrov, Jain, Koch and

Tice (2009)), analyst forecast dispersion (Diether, Malloy and Scherbina (2002), Berkman et al.

(2009)) or abnormal volume (Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006)), we measure differences of opinion by

contrasting the tone of social media posts against the tone of publicly available news releases about

the announcing firm. Using actual investor opinions solves the problem pointed out in Garfinkel

(2010) that measures of divergence of opinion found in the literature are proxies for the unobservable

private opinions of investors and not those private opinions themselves.

An early theory on the implications of divergence of opinion on stock returns is Miller (1977)

who predicts that in the presence of short sale constraints, optimists about the future prospects

of the stock set the current price. As divergence of opinion increases, the truncated mean of

the optimist-only distribution of values also increases; as a result, higher divergence of opinion

leads to higher current prices and lower future returns. Using the standard deviation of analyst’s

earnings forecasts as a measure of divergence of opinion Diether et al. (2002) find that stocks

with volatile forecast distributions earn lower future returns, a result they claim is consistent with

Miller (1977). Using our direct measure of divergence of opinion between social network investors

and public news we construct a unique test of Miller’s (1997) hypothesis and at the same time

we investigate the robustness of recent research about divergence of opinion and returns around

earnings announcements.

Miller (1997) is a static model in which investors take initial positions and reevaluate these

positions as information is revealed. As such, it is of limited usefulness as a model that can

be used to generate predictions for divergence of opinion and volume at the time of an earnings

release. Well-known models such as Harris and Raviv (1993) or Kandel and Pearson (1995) that



predict volume at the time of an information event are also of limited usefulness as these models are

primarily interested in differential interpretations of information and make assumptions to highlight

this effect. For example, Harris and Raviv (1993) impose common priors, an assumption violated

if our empirical data finds divergence of opinion before the earnings release. A step closer to

linking disagreement and volume is the consensus opinion construct in Holthausen and Verrecchia

(1990). In their model a reduction in consensus implies an increase in divergence of opinion and

this increase is theorized to be associated with increases in volume after the earnings release.1

Recently, Banerjee and Kremer (2010) focus on volume in a setup where agents disagree about the

interpretation of public information. Their model is flexible enough to allow for changes in the

level of disagreement even when these changes surround a potentially informative release such as

an earnings announcement. We find that when we use the divergence between Twitter investors’

opinions and public news articles as a proxy for disagreement we can validate their claim that

trading volume largely reflects revisions to the level of disagreement.

Our measure of investors’ opinions is constructed using influential posters on Stocktwits.com,

an investment-focused subsidiary of Twitter, the popular social media website. We use text readers

to identify the tone of both Twitter posts and public news releases for 1,398 companies releasing

5,433 quarterly earnings announcements in the October, 2008 to December, 2009 period. Our text

analysis techniques classify the overall tone and the strength of the opinion for both the Twitter

posts and the contemporaneous news releases. We match the tone of the Twitter posts to the

tone of the news releases before and after the earnings announcement date. In this way, we can

classify whether investors tend to agree or disagree with publicly available news before the earnings

announcement.2 Further, we can investigate whether investors’ opinions converge or diverge from

public news announcements after the earnings announcement occurs. This structure of agreement

or disagreement allows us to examine predictions about the level of pre-announcement divergence

of opinion and also to test theoretical assumptions about any changes in divergence of opinion

subsequent to the release of the earnings information.

1This volume-divergence link is relied on by Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) who use unexpected volume as a proxy
for divergence of opinion around earnings announcements.

2Our disagreement measure does not capture the divergence of opinion between Twitter users, but rather assumes
Twitter investors are a subset of the investing population that can agree or disagree with the consensus opinions
reflected in the public news.
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Our measure of divergence of opinion differs from existing measures based on the dispersion

of financial variables. At its core, our measure is a discrete metric contrasting private opinions in

the Twitter social network with the information in publicly available news articles.3 Divergence

of opinion in this paper is therefore representative of differential interpretation or uncertainty

about the interpretation of public information. Our measure is largely orthogonal to recently

published work using market-based measures of dispersion, yet produces similar quantitative results.

These results are robust to controlling for other market-based measures of divergence. This finding

suggests that both market-based measures of divergence of opinion and our Twitter measure can

play independent roles in explaining the empirical results on divergence of opinion, stock returns

and volume.

Recent work on divergence of opinion and earnings announcements includes Berkman et al.

(2009) who find that high divergence of opinion is correlated with lower short-window excess returns

at earnings announcements. Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) propose a market-corrected unexpected

turnover measure as a proxy for divergence of opinion. They find that unexpected turnover at the

earnings announcement is positively related to future returns. While these results are not strictly

contradictory because they do not use the same event window, they each seem to lead the reader to

a different conclusion. When both Berkman et al. (2009) and Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) predict

returns to earnings announcements, they use theoretical models (Miller (1977), Varian (1985))

that assume the announcement resolves uncertainty.4 As we demonstrate, this resolution does not

always occur and this fact could explain these contrary results.

We find significantly lower future returns when differences of opinion exist prior to the earnings

announcement. At the time of the earnings announcement, 2-day announcement returns (-1,0) are

comparable across the disagreement (0.61%, t-statistic = 2.55) and agreement (0.51%, t-statistic =

4.34) portfolios. Immediately after the announcement period the returns diverge across these two

groups. We find that the 60 day post-earnings announcement drift after announcements associated

with agreement are statistically insignificant (-0.57%, t-statistic = -0.89) while the same drift after

3To test for network influence effects, we also weight the discrete measure of disagreement by the Impact (or
following) of particular investors.

4Lower uncertainty as a result of the announcement is not always assumed, Kim and Verrecchia (1994) is one
notable exception.
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announcements associated with investor disagreement is significantly negative (-4.00%, t-statistic

= -3.04). The difference between the returns to these two groups is -3.43% (t-statistic = 1.96).

The sign of the actual earnings surprise does not affect the divergence of opinion result; similar

results are found for both high standardized unexpected earnings (SUE) stocks and low SUE stocks.

Furthermore, our social media measure of divergence of opinion is uncorrelated with unexpected

volume. In regressions that control for unexpected volume, as proposed by Garfinkel and Sokobin

(2006), we find that our divergence of opinion measure derived from Twitter posts is still negative

and significant and that unexpected volume has no significant effect.

As Berkman et al. (2009) admit, it is difficult to measure changes in divergence of opinion

because many of the financial variable measures are noisy or do not change in a timely manner.

Another contribution of our paper is that our method can uniquely classify the change in divergence

of opinion as a result of the earnings announcement and contrast earnings announcement returns

when the announcement resolves prior disagreement against those cases when it does not. We

examine ten-day post announcement returns when divergence of opinion measures change. When

the correlation between Twitter opinions and the tone of media reports moves from agreement

prior to the earnings announcement to disagreement afterwards, abnormal returns are positive.

Conversely, when the correlation between Twitter opinions and the tone of media reports move

from disagreement before to agreement after the earnings announcements, returns are negative.

We also report the abnormal volume effects of these changes in divergence of opinion. We

sort post-earnings announcement volume into four groups depending on whether social network

investors and the public press agree or disagree both before and after the earnings announcement.

Disagreements that are unresolved have significantly higher post-earnings abnormal volume than

prior disagreements that are resolved into agreement. We interpret this result as reflecting the

Banerjee and Kremer (2010) idea that earnings announcements can increase or decrease the level

of disagreement among investors and these changes in the level of disagreement are reflected in

volume in the expected way.

We conclude the paper by using text analysis software to determine if there are any linguistic

features of public press releases that are associated with a pre-earnings announcement divergence
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of opinions. We find that press releases that lack words reflecting optimism and certainty make it

more likely that investors will disagree with the press release information. This finding is apparently

not a reflection of press releases that do not provide enough repetition as repetitive language tends

to induce investors to disagree with the sentiment of press release. Perhaps excessive insistence in

the press release is regarded as strident and thus, unconvincing to investors. Not only are there

valuation effects associated with divergence of opinion that should matter to investor relations

departments but our findings also have implications for corporate disclosure policy that simply

wants to convince investors that the expressed opinions are sound.

Section 2 outlines some basic hypotheses regarding divergence of opinions around earnings

announcements. Section 3 describes the data, Section 4 the results. Section 5 analyzes the linguistic

content of press releases. Section 6 concludes.

2 Theory and Hypothesis Development

If investors have heterogeneous priors, they can come to different conclusions about the future value

of an asset even when exposed to identical public news. Miller (1977) is an early attempt to loosen

the assumption of homogeneity and allow for disagreement among investors. Miller’s model makes

the key assumption that investors are subject to short sale constraints. In practice, the short sale

assumption means that if investors think a stock is overvalued they do not short the stock; they

either sell the shares that they own of the stock or stay out of the market. There is empirical

evidence for the validity of this assumption. For example, Lamont and Stein (2004) show that

although hedge funds are known to short sell aggressively, short interest remains a small portion

of total shares outstanding at any one time. Furthermore, most individual investors and mutual

funds never take short positions; see Almazan, Brown, Carlson and Chapman (2004).5

Miller (1977) shows that in a world with short sale constraints and divergence of opinion among

investors, an asset’s price will reflect the valuations of the most optimistic investors and will exclude

the opinions of pessimistic investors. Furthermore, if a small group of investors is able to absorb

5Consistent with Sorescu, Boehme and Danielson (2006) our results are stronger when it is more likely that
short-sale constraints are binding. Stocks with lower market capitalizations or lower institutional ownership exhibit
stronger results.
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the entire supply of a given security then this optimistic group of investors will be able to set the

price of the security above the mean valuation of all investors. Thus, divergence of opinion between

market participants will increase the market clearing price of a security. Since divergence of opinion

causes overpricing there should be a negative relationship between divergence of opinion and future

expected returns. If an asset is overpriced due to disagreement and the earnings announcement

resolves this disagreement, any overpricing should disappear as the price falls to reflect the mean

valuation of all investors rather than the just the valuation of the subset of optimistic investors.

On the contrary, if investors agree about the valuation of an asset prior to the announcement, it

will be fairly priced at the mean valuation of all investors.

In our setting Miller’s (1977) theory implies that disagreement before an earnings announcement

should cause negative expected abnormal returns after the announcement because the release of

the actual earnings number eliminates disagreement among investors about the company’s current

earnings and future prospects. Our unique data, which measures the sentiment of investors’ opin-

ions, allows us to directly test whether divergence of opinion by actual investors is related to lower

returns as predicted by Miller (1977). This relationship between investor sentiment and returns

yields Hypotheses 1a and 1b.

Hypothesis 1a: Divergence of opinion between social network communication and the sentiment in
public information before an earnings announcement will cause future negative abnormal returns
after the earnings announcement. These negative abnormal returns will persist until the asset’s
value reflects the mean of all investors’ valuations.

Hypothesis 1b: If there is agreement between social network communication and public
information then there will be no impact on abnormal returns after an earnings announcement.

Empirically, Hypothesis 1a implies that after controlling for all other factors, there should be a

negative relationship between investor disagreement and future abnormal returns. Hypothesis 1b

implies that investor agreement should have no statistical relationship with future abnormal returns.

2.1 Volume and Divergence of Opinion

As Hong and Stein (2007) discuss, Miller (1997) is a static model and thus, has nothing to say about

volume and divergence of opinion. One dynamic approach explaining divergence of opinion and

volume is presented in Harris and Raviv (1993) who develop a model where trading is generated by
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differences of opinion about the value of an asset. These differences of opinion are generated because

the speculators in the model have different interpretations of common public information and each

group of traders uses their own likelihood function to update their beliefs about an asset after a

new signal is revealed. Trading is generated in the model when the two groups disagree on the

importance of a specific piece of information. One of the central predictions of this model is that

disagreement should be positively related to speculative volume. However, to model divergence

of opinion around earnings announcements Harris and Raviv (1993) assume that investors have

common priors. This assumption is clearly contradicted if we document divergence of opinion prior

to the earnings announcement.

An alternative perspective is provided by Banerjee and Kremer (2010). They contend that

trading volume largely reflects revisions to the level of disagreement. In their interpretation volume

consists of both convergence trades and idiosyncratic interpretation trades. For example, agents

may agree about the interpretation of a common signal such as an earnings release and volume

in this case depends on the degree of prior divergence - more disperse prior distributions result in

larger convergence trades. On the other hand, Banerjee and Kremer (2010) propose that differential

interpretation of the earnings announcement can result in ongoing disagreement and higher volume

even after an informative release. Like Holthausen and Verrecchia (1990), Banerjee and Kremer

(2010) contend that the release of earnings information can have dual effects on divergence of

opinion. The fact that volume at an earnings announcement could reflect both convergence and

differential interpretation means that the level of volume by itself may not be a consistent measure

of the level of disagreement in the market. Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) postulate that abnormal

volume at the time of the announcement can measure the dispersion of beliefs among investors.

However, in the Banerjee and Kremer (2010) model convergence trades represent agreement, yet

they cause short-term volume to increase. These dual trading motives could introduce measurement

error into the Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) and Garfinkel (2010) abnormal volume measure and

explain why our Twitter measure is generally uncorrelated with abnormal volume.

The flexibility of our measure allows us to use the model of Banerjee and Kremer (2010) to

derive testable implications for our measure of divergence of opinion and trading volume.

Hypothesis 2a: Divergence of opinion between social network communication and public
information should be related to greater trading volume.

We can also measure changes in the divergence of opinion around the earnings announcement.
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These changes can be used to test the Banerjee and Kremer (2010) contention that trading

volume largely reflects revisions to the level of disagreement.

Hypothesis 2b: Changes in divergence of opinion around the earnings announcement should be
related to volume. If the earnings announcement reduces disagreement then volume should decline.
If the earnings announcement increases disagreement then volume should increase.

3 Data Collection and Variable Construction

This section describes the data collection process used for Twitter posts and news articles.

3.1 Soft Information Collection

We use the website Stocktwits.com to select the sample of Twitter users. This site provides a list

of contributors that are marked as “Recommended” posters. Although the website does not use a

quantitative rule for selecting the recommended contributor, in general, the recommended contrib-

utors have a large following, have a long track record, post meaningful or interesting comments,

and are influential within the social network. We select our sample of Twitter users from the set

of recommended users as of October 1, 2008. We require that the Twitter users have at least 100

followers and 300 posts at the beginning of data collection process. This set of criteria produces a

sample of 74 Twitter contributors.6

All of the posts for the sample of 74 contributors from October 1, 2008 to December 31, 2009

are downloaded from Twitter.com using web scraping software specially designed for this particular

website. The software compiles and stores each message in a database and assigns a unique name

based on its author, date and time. This process yields 143,640 individual posts that reference

1,469 different tickers. We also add all of the S&P 500 members from 2009 to this dataset. We add

these firms to control for the findings of Chan (2003) and Fang and Peress (2009) that “No News”

firms outperform firms with news coverage on average. This increases the initial sample to 1,758

companies because 289 tickers which are in the S&P 500 were not tweeted about during the year.

Next, we eliminate all ETFs, companies that are smaller than 100 million in market capital-

ization, and companies with trading price lower than three dollars in 2009. We are left with 1,398

6Giannini and Shu (2011) investigate the provenance of active Stocktwits posters. They find that most of these
heavily followed posters have some documented financial expertise as journalists, traders or strategists. Often, they
post in an attempt to attract clients to purchase their goods or strategic services.
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companies in the sample. Finally, we collect information about the structure of the social network

of each of the 74 individual contributors in the sample. Specifically, at the end of the sample period,

we record the number of followers, the number of people followed, and the number of posts for each

author in the sample.

To get a better understanding of the nature of a “tweet” it is helpful to look at an example

from Stocktwits. Figure 1 is a sample of the data items on the Stocktwits website. It is a real

time aggregated list of messages from all members of the Stocktwits network. Each message has

the author, date, and time listed at the very top of the post, as well as a picture that the author

provides for their online profile. Each post can be no longer than 140 characters and it is usually a

short declarative statement about a company or the economy. A viewer of the site sees a continual

stream of financial topics that are the most interesting to the Twitter community. When a blogger

wants to post about a particular company on the Stocktwits website, they tag the company’s ticker

symbol with a “$”. For example, if you wanted to talk positively about Google and Microsoft you

would say, “$GOOG and $MSFT, you should buy!” This is a practice called “Hashtagging” which

is common place in the Twitter community. The “$” hashtag allows us to extract the company

references in each post with a high level of accuracy. The classification of posts by company ticker

symbol is done using an algorithm that searches the text for a “$” followed by 1-4 letters that

constitute the ticker symbol. In the case where a blogger talks about multiple companies in one

post, like in our example above, all references are counted as a unique comment. The final output

of the text parsing procedure is a list which associates each post to a unique ticker and author.

Once all posts are parsed for company references we use the author-specific data on number of

followers to construct a variable which measures the specific influence that each contributor has on

the network.

Only posts during the trading week are included in the analysis because posts on the weekend

or on non-trading days cannot be contemporaneously compared to market data. News articles

are taken from the Dow Jones Factiva news database. Since we are interested in breaking news

and company press releases we only include articles from PR News Wire, Dow Jones News Wire,

and Reuters News. To execute the search process we develop a custom application to query the

Factiva website. First, we collect the full company name for each ticker from Compustat. We use

the full company name as the search term within Factiva. Once Factiva runs a search, it provides

a list of company names that are the most relevant to your search terms. The program then
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selects the company name that is the most relevant to the search name. The relevant name is then

cross referenced against the company name. If Factiva does not provide any search results for a

particular company name then we assume that the company has no news coverage over the period.

All articles for firms with news coverage, including revisions of articles, are downloaded and stored.

This process yields 74,110 company-specific press releases over the sample period.

The final sample contains 1,138 companies, this includes all of the S&P 500 constituents from

2009 plus any company that was mentioned in a tweet during the sample period and had a price

over three dollars and a market capitalization over 100 million.7 Daily stock returns are taken from

CRSP. Other firm-level descriptive data comes from the Compustat annually updated database,

and analyst information comes from IBES.

3.2 Sentiment and Content Classification

In this section, we describe the methodology used to classify the sentiment of Twitter posts and press

releases. Computational linguistics (CL) is a field dealing with statistical or rule-based modeling

of natural language. CL can be used for categorical classification and well as extraction of tone or

sentiment.

Sentiment classification is one of the hardest tasks for CL to handle because levels of sentiment

can not always be determined though key words alone. For example, in the phrase, “You would

be stupid to buy $XYZ,” if we look at each word in isolation it is hard to determine that this is a

negative post. The word stupid has a negative tone, but the word buy is obviously a positive word.

However, the combined tone of the statement is unquestionably negative. Some classification meth-

ods such as naive Bayesian classification, the most popular technique for document classification,

often have trouble with sentiment classification because it assumes the conditional independence of

words in a document. For our purposes, Maximum Entropy (ME) classification is better because it

does not make any assumptions about the conditional independence of words; ME tends to perform

better when conditional independence does not hold. In our example, ME would be able to use the

information that is contained in the grouping of words “stupid to buy” to determine that this post

is in fact negative. Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan (2002) show that ME classification is the most

robust for sentiment classification. Thus, we use ME classification throughout this paper.

7We wish to compare our divergence of opinion measure with the dispersion of analysts’ forecasts measure. The
requirement that a stock be covered by analysts results in the final sample truncation to 1,138 firms.
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The general idea that drives ME classification is that when nothing is known about a distri-

bution, the distribution should be as uniform as possible, (having maximum entropy). In the case

of sentiment classification, the ME classifier estimates the conditional distribution of a document’s

sentiment category, where all documents are represented by the frequency of features contained in

them. A feature is a single word or a group of words such as “short sell” or “I hate this stock.” We

use training data to estimate the expected values of features for each category. Finally, we deter-

mine the probability that a new document falls into a particular category based on the features in

the document relative to the expected values of features in each category.

Consider the example of trying to classify a document as positive, negative or neutral, where

we are only told that 50% of documents that contain the word “buy” are considered positive. If

a document has the word “buy” in it then there is a 50% chance that it is a positive post and a

25% chance of being either negative or neutral. If our document did not have the word “buy” in it

then we would just assume an equal distribution of a 33% chance that the document falls into each

category. Thus, when we know nothing about our document, we make the distribution uniform.

In practice, this process is constrained by many features, and the calculations for conditional

probabilities become complex, but the logic is still the same as our simple example.

To formally describe the ME procedure, we define the following set of terms. Let f1, . . . . . . .fm

be a set of predefined features that can appear in a post. From our previous example, the word

“buy” would be a feature, and the bi-gram “short sell” could be a feature. Let ni(d) be the number

of times that the feature fi occurs in a document d. Thus, each document is represented by a

document vector that takes the form: d = (n1(d), n2(d), . . . , nm(d), ). Lastly, let c be a document

category of either positive, negative or neutral. Given this set of variables, the estimate of P (c|d)

is as follows:

PME(c|d) =
1

Z(d)
(
∑
i

λi,cFi,c(d, c)) (1)

Where Z(d) is a normalization function, and Fi,c is a feature indicator function for the feature i in

the category c.

FI,c(d, c) = 1, ni(d) > 0, and ci = c0, 0 otherwise (2)

For example, the feature indicator function could only return a value of one if the post contained

the bi-gram “short sell” and the post is hypothesized to be of negative sentiment. Finally, λi,c is

a weighting parameter that determines the relative value of each of the features fi contained in a
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document. If the value of λi,c is very large then the feature fi is considered to be very strong for the

document category c. A list of the most common features is presented in Table 1. An example using

the frequencies in Table 1 shows that the features “long” and “buy” would have relatively large

lambda weights as they are relatively frequent among positive posts, but rare among negative posts.

While words like “good” and “today” would have relatively low lambdas as they are often present

in both positive and negative posts. Finally, the conditional probabilities PME(c|d) are estimated

by maximizing the entropy across the three different groups while satisfying the constraint that

the expected values of the feature indicator functions Fi,c are equal to their training data expected

values.

To implement this methodology to the Twitter dataset we start by hand classifying an out of

sample set of 1,000 posts.8 This set of 1,000 hand classified posts is defined as the training set. From

this training set, the expected values of the Fi,c are calculated. Then the relationships that are

documented in the training data are used to calculate PME(c|d), in our case, the probability that

a message is positive, negative or neutral. The ME classifier is run on each post, and it produces

a conditional probability for each category (negative, neutral, positive). Each post is assigned the

sentiment of the category with the highest conditional probability. We assign the values (-1,0,1)

to the sentiments (negative, neutral, positive). We test the accuracy of this procedure by running

the ME classifier on a set of 100 posts that are hand classified. The ME classifier worked well in

this out of sample test, and it was able to correctly classify 67% of all posts in the test sample.

This accuracy rate is similar to the accuracy level that is achieved in other sentiment classification

studies (see e.g. Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan 2002).

This process is repeated on the sample of press releases. First, an out of sample training set

of 300 press releases is hand classified for both sentiment as well as content. Sentiment is defined

in the same way as the Twitter posts (-1,0,1). From this set of pre-classified training data we

construct a ME classifier that determines both the sentiment and content of each press release in

our sample.

8As a robustness check, we had an independent subject hand classify an additional 500 posts. However, this
additional information failed to markedly improve the algorithm’s performance. This is probably due to the inherent
ambiguity in many posts.
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3.3 Explanatory Variable Construction

We use the Sentiment measure derived from our ME classification to construct a variable that

measures the social network impact of each post as a function of the number of followers an author

has. We call this variable Impact and it is defined as follows:

Impact = ((1 + Followers) ∗ Sentiment), (3)

where the Sentiment measure is defined over the set (−1, 0, 1) depending on whether the sentiment

of the post is negative, neutral or positive respectively. Followers is the number of followers that

an author has on Twitter. Posts are summed up over the day to determine the aggregate level

of Impact. The DeMarzo, Vayanos and Zwiebel (2003) theory of social network communication

states that an agent’s importance is a function of the size of his network. Impact accounts for this

important feature of the DeMarzo et al. (2003) model by measuring the number of followers that

are reached each time an agent posts a comment on Twitter. Finally, the number of followers of

each post is interacted with its sentiment so that we measure both the magnitude and direction

of each comment. Thus, large positive values of Impact denote a broad dissemination of positive

sentiment, and large negative values denote a broad dissemination of negative sentiment.

Next, we create a set of variables that utilize the sentiment of press releases to measure the

tone of public news. Once again, Sentiment is defined as positive, neutral or negative (+1, 0,−1)

for each press release in the sample. We aggregate the sentiment of all news articles that pertain

to earnings to a daily frequency to create the variable News. The interpretation of News is very

intuitive because large positive values denote strong positive sentiment, and large negative values

denote strong negative sentiment. Finally, we cumulate daily values of Impact and News over the

(-1,-11) event window prior to the earnings announcement:

Impactj =

t=−10∑
t=−1

Impactjt (4)

Newsj =
t=−10∑
t=−1

Newsjt (5)

We are interested in the relationship between the sentiment of public news and the opinions of

the investing public. Thus, to explicitly define the divergence of opinion we create a set of dummy

variables that define nine unique possibilities of interaction between news and Twitter posts. We

can think of the interaction between the Sentiment of news and Twitter as a 3 × 3 matrix with
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nine unique cell values. As we have already defined the Sentiment measure over the set (−1, 0, 1)

depending on whether the sentiment of the post is negative, neutral or positive, the Sentiment

component of Twitter posts (Impactj) and news (Newsj) is used to contrast Twitter Sentiment

against news Sentiment. The shorthand TP (for Twitter positive) or N0 (for news neutral) allows

us to compactly outline our agreement or disagreement classification below. Using the variables

Impactj and Newsj to aggregate the tone of both Twitter posts and news-based articles over the

(-1,-10) pre-announcement window we create the we create the variables DIV OP and AGREE

from the set of nine interaction variables which measure divergence or agreement of opinion between

investors and the public news. The specific form of these variables is as follows:9

DIV OP =


1 if TP NN

∨
TP N0

∨
TN NP

∨
TN N0

∨
T0 NN

∨
T0 NP = 1

0 Otherwise

AGREE =


1 if TP NP

∨
T0 N0

∨
TN NN = 1

0 Otherwise

In Table 2 we report the comparative frequency of DIV OP and AGREE for the public news

announcements in the sample. The pre-announcement sample consists of 5,521 articles that are

roughly evenly distributed between agreement (54%) and disagreement (46%). We also report, for

later use, the comparative frequency of DIV OP and AGREE for 6,515 articles releases in the

ten days after the earnings announcement. In this post-earnings announcement sample Twitter

sentiment is again evenly split between agreement (51%) and disagreement (49%). On many in-

dividual days there are no media releases or Twitter posts. This finding is consistent with results

in other studies done on firm-specific media coverage such as Fang and Peress (2010) and Tetlock

Saar-Tsechansky and Macskassy (2008).

3.4 Dispersion Variables

Recent literature has proposed a number of variables that claim to measure divergence of opinion.

We calculate these variables to determine how our measure of divergence relates to the standard

financial variables used in the literature. One common measure of divergence of opinion is the

standard deviation of analysts’ near-term earnings forecasts. Numerous papers, such as, Ajinkya,

9Under this definition note that DIV OP = 0 is equivalent to AGREE = 1 and defining both variables is a
redundant way to define the 3×3 matrix of outcomes. We do this as referring separately to agreement as AGREE = 1
produces clearer exposition when we discuss the effects of disagreement and agreement.
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Atiase and Gift (1991), Abarbanell, Lanen and Verrecchia (1995), and Doukas, Kim and Pantzalis

(2006), use divergence of analysts’ forecast as a proxy for divergence of opinion. The presumption

that these studies make is that analysts express their unbiased opinions in their forecasts, and

investors’ opinions follow the opinions of analysts. Thus, if there is divergence in analysts’ forecasts,

this signals a divergence in analysts’ opinions and thus, the opinions of investors.

Diether et al.(2002) find that this measure of dispersion is negatively related to returns. Berk-

man et al. (2009) find that short-window returns around earnings announcements are lower for

high forecast dispersion stocks. To compare our measure of divergence of opinion, we construct a

measure of analysts’ forecast dispersion using the detail tape from IBES. The forecast dispersion

variable (DISP) is calculated using all analysts’ estimates from the previous month as follows:

DISPi,t =
[
∑K

k=1
(Forecastk−Forecast)2

K−1 ]
1/2
month

|Forecast|
, (6)

where Forecastk is the kth analyst’ s forecast of quarterly earnings per share and |Forecast| is

the absolute value of the mean analyst forecast.10

Other proxies for divergence of opinion in Berkman et al. (2009) include the inverse of firm age

(AGE), turnover (TURN), the average daily turnover during the pre-event period, stock return

volatility (RETV OL), a measure of volatility relative to market volatility over the same pre-event

period and earnings volatility (INCV OL) calculated using 20 quarters prior to the earnings an-

nouncement quarter. Berkman et al. (2009) find that these other variables based on financial

market data have similar properties to analyst’s forecast dispersion (DISP ) around earnings an-

nouncements.

Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006), in results somewhat in contrast to those in Berkman et al. (2009)

find that the measure of divergence of opinion in their paper, standardized unexpected volume

(SUV ) is positively related to returns in the post-earnings announcement period. Although the

results in these two papers do not strictly contradict each other (as they measure returns over

different periods), conceptually it is surprising that divergence of opinion is found to be related to

negative returns at the time of the announcement and positive returns in the post-announcement

period. We estimate three turnover variables based on Garfinkel and Sokobin’s (2006) variables

10One potential pitfall of scaling analysts’ forecasts by the mean forecast is that mean forecast near zero will cause
very large values of DISP . Therefore, we test the robustness of our results using a measure of dispersion that is
scaled by stock price. Our results are robust to this alternative specification
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including their controls for market-wide volume shocks, market adjusted turnover (MATO), change

in turnover (∆TO) as well as SUV .

Garfinkel (2010) contends that using the raw level of volume as a proxy for disagreement does

not adequately control for systematic factors that set our expectations of volume for any given asset.

Therefore, we follow the spirit of Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) and Garfinkel (2010) and estimate

unexplained volume in a fashion similar to estimating abnormal returns from a market model.

The variable that we create is standardized unexplained volume, or SUV , which is a standardized

value of the prediction error from a regression of trading volume on absolute values of positive

and negative returns. The specific form of the variable for firm i on day t is constructed by first

estimating expected volume as:

E[V olumeit] = α̂i + β̂1|Rit|+ + β̂2|Rit|−. (7)

This model treats positive and negative return days as independent events; as the + and − super-

scripts in the regression equation illustrate. This asymmetry is introduced to capture the empirical

regularity that volume reacts differently to the absolute returns on positive or negative return days

Karpoff (1987). Unexpected volume is then calculated as the deviation from expected volume:

UVi,t = V olumeit − E[V olumeit] (8)

and finally standardizing unexpected volume by dividing by the standard deviation of volume,

which is calculated using sixty trading days prior to the earnings announcement:

SUVi,t =
UVit
σit

. (9)

This model specification is estimated on a rolling basis using a 60 trading day estimation period.

3.5 Control Variables

To measure the earnings surprise we create a standardized unexpected earnings variable. We

base our expectations model on analysts’ forecasts. For each company in our sample, all earnings

announcements dates as well as the end of quarter stock prices are collected from the Compustat

database. We define our expectations of earnings as the median analyst estimate from the previous

90 days before the earnings announcement.11 The median estimates are collected from IBES. We

11We test SUE calculated from a random walk model as well as SUE calculated after exclusion of special items.
Our results are robust to both of these alternative unexpected earnings measures.
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calculate standardized unexpected earnings as:

SUE =
Actual − Expected

P t
(10)

where Pt is the stock price at the end of the quarter.

The level of unexpected volume SUV may be affected by market volume at the time of the

earnings announcement. As suggested in Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) in our empirical tests of the

effect of SUV on earnings announcement returns we control for unexpected market volume using

both market adjusted turnover and change in market adjusted turnover. Market adjusted turnover

is defined as:

MATO =

{
t=0∑
t=−1

[(
V oli,t

Sharesi,t

)
firm

−
(

V olt
Sharest

)
market

]}
/2 (11)

where V oli.t is the announcing firm’s volume on day t and Sharesi.t is firm i’s shares outstanding

on day t and day t is the earnings announcement day. Change in market adjusted turnover(∆TO)

is defined as daily MATO minus the median 180 moving average of MATO.

3.6 Dependent Variables

To test the relationship between disagreement and returns we use the following method to construct

a measure of abnormal returns that controls for well known risk factors. The market excess return

Rm−rf is the value-weighted return on all NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ stocks (from CRSP) minus

the one-month Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson Associates). We construct abnormal returns from

the Fama-French three factor model with rolling beta estimation. For each stock in the dataset,

we first estimate expected returns:

rit = α+ β1it(Rmt − rf ) + β2itHMLt + β3itSMBt + eit (12)

using 150 days of lagged data (event days -195 to -46) to estimate the parameters α and β1−3. The

event period abnormal return AR is the prediction error from this regression and is estimated as

follows:

ARit = Rit − (α̂it + β̂1itRmt + β̂2itHMLt + β̂3itSMBt) (13)

Where Rmt HMLt, and SMBt are the returns to the market, the book-to-market and the size

factor portfolios respectively on day t, and Rit is the return to the ith firm on day t. Finally,

the abnormal returns are cumulated over the various event windows to create our measures of
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cumulative abnormal returns (CAR).

Panel A of Table 3 presents facts about our Twitter data set that allow the reader to infer

the how our results generalize to broader populations. The sample stocks are varied in size, with

a median market cap of $1.375 million. Our sample stocks are somewhat larger than the sample

in Berkman et al. (2009) probably due to the fact that to enter into our sample a stock must

capture the attention of both Twitter followers and the business press.12 Reflecting their size,

our sample stock’s AGE and turnover (TURN) are also larger than the sample in Berkman et

al. (2009), but the mean income (INCV OL) and return (RETV OL) volatilities are comparable.

Table 3 also separately presents the same summary information for low divergence of opinion stocks

(DIV OP = 0) in Panel B and high divergence of opinion stocks (DIV OP = 1) in Panel C. The

main difference between these two samples appears to be in firm size, and consequently the levels

of analyst coverage. High divergence of opinion stocks are, on average, larger with greater levels

of analyst coverage.13 Note that several of the financial market based proxies for differences of

opinion, such as SUV, INCV OL and RETV OL are smaller for the high divergence of opinion

stocks than they are for the low divergence of opinion stocks. This fact suggests that our measure

of divergence of opinion derived from social network posts is capturing different information than

the standard proxies.

To identify these differences, Table 4 presents the correlations between the dispersion of opin-

ion measures in Berkman et al. (2009), Garfinkel and Sokobin’s (2006) standardized unexpected

volume and our divergence of opinion measure DIV OP . What is fascinating is that although these

three sets of measures are all purported to measure divergence of opinion, they are remarkably un-

correlated. DIV OP has a low 0.05 correlation with standardized unexpected volume (SUV ) and

no correlation at all with analyst forecast dispersion (DISP ). Further, the correlations between

DIV OP and the other Berkman et al. (2009) measures AGE, RETV OL, TURN and INCV OL

are quite low as well ranging from -0.09 to 0.17. Neither are the correlations between the Berkman

et al. (2009) dispersion measures and Garfinkel and Sokobin’s (2006) standardized unexpected vol-

ume large, ranging between -0.13 to 0.02. Clearly, DIV OP as a measure of divergence of opinion

12We impose the constraint that analyst coverage must be sufficient to calculate dispersion. Berkman et al. (2009)
find that imposing this constraint removes approximately sixty percent of their sample. Berkman et al (2009) do not
report the sample statistics for their constrained sample, but we conjecture that the market capitalization numbers
in their constrained sample would be closer to those in our sample.

13In unreported results we control for market capitalization and analyst coverage in all the subsequent results. We
find that including these controls does not affect our conclusions.
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between investors and the the public information in news is capturing something different than the

standard proxies for divergence of opinion. We turn next to determining whether DIV OP as a

measure of divergence of opinion captures similar effects to the earnings announcement results in

Berkman et al. (2009) and Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006).

4 Results

4.1 Divergence of Opinion and Returns

Miller (1977) gives rise to Hypothesis 1a which predicts that investor disagreement about earrings

will cause the firm to be overvalued because its price will be set by the most optimistic investors.

However, once a firm releases their earnings, disagreement should be eliminated and the future

stock price will reflect the lower mean valuation of all investors. Empirically, this implies that

the variable DIV OP should be negatively related to future abnormal returns after an earnings

announcement. Furthermore, Hypothesis 1b predicts that if investors agree about a firm’s future

prospects then the firm’s price will reflect the mean expectations of all investors and thus be fairly

priced. This implies that the variable AGREE should not have any significant relationship to

future abnormal returns.

Table 5 estimates the effect of DIV OP on abnormal returns around earnings announcements.

We regress the cumulative abnormal returns subsequent to an earnings announcement on DIV OP

while controlling for the earnings surprise using standardized unexpected earnings. We also include

the IMPACT and NEWS variables in the regression to test for incremental affects of the strength

of the sentiment and the level of the news sentiment on returns. The coefficient on DIV OP is

significantly negative at window lengths of 2, 10, 20 and 60 trading days. There is a significant

negative abnormal return association with Twitter opinions diverging from the tone of public news

sources. In Table 5, our control variables are not consistently significant, although NEWS and

IMPACT are negatively related to returns at the 2 day window.14

The divergence of opinion results are illustrated graphically in Figure 2, which compares the

post-earnings announcement drift in the quarter after earnings announcement for stocks classified

where Twitter either agrees with the public news or has a divergent opinion. In the Twitter

14Any cross-sectional effect of IMPACT may be muted by the fact that our research design includes only high-impact
posters.
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AGREE stocks there is almost no drift in returns over the next quarter. While in DIV OP stocks

there is a material downward drift of over four percent during the post-earnings announcement

quarter. This drift is consistent with the attenuation of differences of opinion after the earnings

release. Later, we will take advantage of the continuous changes in our measure to contrast the

drift between stocks whose Twitter opinions continue to diverge with public news announcements

against those opinions that agree. In this analysis, we find support for the conjecture that a change

in investor disagreement is responsible for the drift phenomenon.

The results in Table 5 show that our measure of divergence of opinion, DIV OP, is significantly

negatively related to returns over the 2 day window, a result consistent with Berkman et al. (2009).

However, at longer windows divergence of opinion remains negatively related to returns, a result

that contradicts the finds of Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006). In Tables 6 and 7 we introduce the

dispersion proxy variables from Berkman et al. (2009) and Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) to test

whether the effect of DIV OP remains significant in the presence of these financial market proxies

for differences of opinion. Table 6 examines the robustness of our results in the presence of the

Berkman et al. (2009) divergence of opinion proxy variables. In Table 6 we regress cumulative

abnormal returns twenty trading days after the earnings announcement against the set of variables

including DIV OP as well as sequentially including the difference of opinion variables from Berkman

et al. (2009). We find that none of the proxies Berkman et al. (2009) use as measures of divergence

of opinion have a material impact on the DIV OP coefficient. Given the correlation evidence in

Table 4, this is not surprising. In the presence of DIV OP , the set of Berkman et al. (2009)

difference of opinion explanatory variables do not predict future negative abnormal performance

over this time frame.15 Of the five divergence of opinion variables: INCV OL, RETV OL, DISP,

AGE, and TURN the coefficients of INCV OL, RETV OL and DISP are significantly positive,

while the coefficient of AGE is negative but insignificant.

The significantly positive effect of income volatility, return volatility, and dispersion is reminis-

cent of the Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) finding of a positive association between divergence of

opinion proxies and post-earnings announcement returns. As both Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006)

and Garfinkel (2010) suggest proxies for unexpected volume better capture divergence of opinion, we

replicate the tests in Table 7 using their standard unexpected volume (SUV ) measure as a control

15We note that Berkman et al. (2009) only claim their dispersion proxies are related to short-window (3-day)
returns around earnings announcements.
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variable. We also include two other variables from Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) market-adjusted

turnover and change in market-adjusted turnover in some specifications.

These regression results are presented in Table 7. However, none of the volume measures,

including standardized unexpected volume has a significantly positive effect on returns as predicted

in Garfinkel (2010). The DIV OP coefficient, derived from investors posted opinions on Twitter

continue to have negative and significant effects on abnormal returns.

4.2 Divergence of Opinion and Earnings Surprises

Clearly, returns surrounding earnings announcements depend on the content of the announcement

itself. We measure the information content using SUE, standardized unexpected earnings defined

in Equation (10). We thus, control for the affect that unexpected positive or negative news events

have on the returns across DIV OP groups. We examine this question in Figure 4 where we

split the sample into thirds and separately examine the differences between DIV OP and AGREE

portfolios in the highest and lowest SUE subsamples.

The graphs of Table 9 abnormal returns presented in Figure 4 show that, as expected, the

stock’s initial abnormal return reaction is strongly positive for the most positive SUE tercile and

strongly negative for the most negative SUE tercile. Immediately after the initial stock price

reaction the impact of divergence of opinion can be seen in both SUE subsamples. For both

high and low SUE stocks, the stocks with Twitter opinions that diverge from the public news

(DIV OP = 1) drift consistently down in price, while DIV OP = 0 stocks do not drift appreciably

after their initial reaction. Notably we observe a significant negative drift for divergence of opinion

stocks with positive SUE′s, rather than the positive drift often associated with high SUE stocks

due to momentum or the slow diffusion of information. The sign and magnitude of the earnings

surprises do not affect our findings on the efficacy of DIV OP as a measure of divergence of opinion.

4.3 Changing Opinions

In the Harris and Raviv (1993) model changes of opinion come naturally and, in fact, are necessary

to facilitate trading. Their model predicts that trading will only occur when the two groups of

speculators switch sides or change opinions about the future value of a firm. In the Miller (1977)

model, the information release convinces optimistic investors that their opinions are in error and
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the stock price drifts down to the true valuation. Thus, if we see divergence of opinion before an

earnings announcement then when the actual earnings number is released we should see a switch

from disagreement to agreement among investors. Berkman et al. (2009) test Miller’s contention by

examining the association between changes in their set of measures. As the author’s note there are

difficulties in testing Miller’s theory directly by using their set of proxy variables. Indeed, ∆AGE

is completely predictable ex ante and the reported change in income would at best be a minor

increment to the 20 quarter series used to calculate INCV OL. Instead, ∆RETV OL, ∆DISP and

∆TURN are used to measure the change in divergence of opinion.

As Berkman et al. (2009) also note, the use of these variable as measures of the change in

differences of opinion do pose other difficulties. One problem is that the information in the earnings

announcement itself could affect the levels of stock volatility, turnover and analyst’s forecasts.

Berkman et al. (2009) estimate excess stock returns around the earnings announcement on their

proxies for changes in differences of opinion. They find mixed results between changes in differences

opinion and returns around the earnings announcement: ∆RETV OL and ∆DISP are significantly

negatively related to stock returns, while ∆TURN is positively related to stock returns. Aside from

the reverse causality problem, a further ambiguity in the interpretation of these results arises from

the use of the short-window abnormal return centered on the event day. A strict interpretation of

Miller (1977) is that day -1 abnormal returns should be positively related to increases in differences

of opinion, as the optimists still dominate the pricing process before the release of the earnings

information.16 Conversely, after the earnings release, differences of opinion should decrease. Yet

increases in differences of opinion are certainly possible, as modeled by Holthausen and Verrecchia

(1990), Harris and Raviv (1993), Kandel and Pearson (1995) and Banerjee and Kremer (2010).

We examine abnormal returns in both the pre-event (-11, -1) and post-event (+1, +60) peri-

ods to examine the movement of returns both before and after the earnings announcement rather

than grouping them in a single short-window announcement return. Figure 5 plots the abnormal

stock returns in Table 10 from event day -11 to event day +60 surrounding the earnings announce-

ment. After the earnings announcement stocks with prior divergence produce the low stock returns

that we previously illustrated in Figure 2. Prior to the announcement both groups have runups

in stock price, but the runup for DIV OP stocks is larger than that of AGREE stocks. Note

that the returns immediately surrounding the announcement for DIV OP stocks exhibit distinct

16Table 8 presents event study results for DIV OP and AGREE subsamples.
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characteristics immediately surrounding the event; increasing immediately before the event and

decreasing immediately after the event. These results are broadly consistent with Miller (1977)

as returns increase for divergent stocks prior to the announcement and decrease notably after the

announcement.

We contend that changes in AGREE and DIV OP around the earnings announcement can

directly test the hypothesis that resolution of disagreement should cause the optimists to correct

their positions and result in lower stock returns. We test this contention by contrasting DIV OP

and AGREE before and after the earnings announcement. Figure 6 presents a simple matrix

that determines whether differences in opinions have converged or diverged around the earnings

announcement. In the -11 to -1 pre-event period Twitter investors will either agree (AGREE) or

diverge (DIV OP ) from the public news. Similarly, we calculate the same variables in the +1 to +11

post-event period. Thus there are four possible combinations of pre-event and post-event opinions.

Twitter investors can consistently agree or disagree with public news in both periods. In these

cases we make no predictions about the returns surrounding earnings announcements. If Twitter

investors change their opinions then they can go from disagreement to agreement, as in Miller

(1977), or from agreement to disagreement. The former case contains our main prediction: that

stock returns should fall should the opinions of investors change from disagreement to agreement

as a result of the earnings announcement. Alternatively, Miller (1977) predicts that stock prices

will increase when agreement turns to disagreement as excessive optimism begins to dominate the

trading process.

Figure 7 presents the post-event abnormal returns for the two groups of stocks where Twitter

investor opinions change around the earnings announcement. The results are striking, the post-

event returns of the two groups diverge dramatically. Stocks that go from prior agreement to post

announcement disagreement have cumulative abnormal returns of 2.19 percent (t-statistic = 3.52)

from event day +1 to +11. Stocks that go from prior disagreement to post-announcement agree-

ment decline by -1.63 percent (t-statistic = -3.06) in the same post-event period. The returns to the

group where pre-event disagreement switches to agreement are consistent with optimistic traders

reevaluating their valuations down. While the positive post-event agreement to disagreement re-

turns suggest the opposite effect is occurring.
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4.4 Divergence of Opinion and Volume

Divergence of opinion is a common theoretical explanation for volume (see, for example Kim and

Verrecchia (1994), Kandel and Pearson (1995)). Using the simple matrix of changes in divergence of

opinion in Figure 6, it is straightforward to test how changes in divergence of opinion affects volume

in our sample. The theoretical motivation for testing the changes in divergence of opinion comes

from Banerjee and Kremer (2010) who receive the idea that volume is related to disagreement in

the market and model how disagreement can increase or decrease around an information event such

as an earnings announcement. As outlined in Hypotheses 2a we expect divergence of opinion to be

positively related to volume, but this is just a test of the validity of our measure and nothing new

in the well-recognized connection between divergence of opinion and volume. What is new is that

we can determine the volume effects of changes in divergence of opinion. Hypothesis 2b predicts

that earnings announcements that lead from disagreement to agreement should be associated with

lower volume than earnings announcements that fail to resolve prior disagreement, or even change

the investor’s opinions from agreement to disagreement.

To test these hypotheses, we calculate cumulative abnormal volume by constructing an unex-

pected volume measure for every stock every day in the -30 to 60 event period. The methodology

of the volume event study is very similar to a standard return event study. To calculate ab-

normal trading volume we follow the methodology of Campbell and Wasley (1996). We define

Vit = volumeit
Sit

, where S is the total number of shares outstanding. Next we take the log of Vit

and estimate a market model of volume over the (-245,-45) window and define abnormal volume

AV as AVit = Vit − αi + βiVmt, where Vmt is aggregate market volume for all NYSE, AMEX and

NASDAQ stocks. An estimate of abnormal volume is made for everyday in our event window,

(-30,60) . Finally, we take the sum of abnormal volume everyday in our sample to plot cumulative

abnormal volume.

Once abnormal volume is calculated, we divide the sample into the four different cases outlined in

Figure 6. Investors may either (i) move from prior agreement to post-announcement disagreement,

(ii) maintain their agreement over both periods, (iii) move prior disagreement to agreement, or

(iv) continue to disagree with the public news even after the earnings announcement information.

The cumulative abnormal volume patterns for these four categories is plotted in Figure 8. In the

30 trading days prior to the earnings announcement there are no dramatic differences in volume

across the four categories nor any large deviations in cumulative volume. The two prior agreement
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categories have below average cumulative volume before the earnings announcement but the two

prior disagreement categories have above average volume. Abnormal volume increases for all four

categories at the time of the earnings announcement, but the dramatically different patterns of

abnormal volume appear to vary in a consistent way in the post-earnings announcement period.

In the post-earnings announcement period, the AA (agreement-agreement) group has the low-

est level of abnormal volume, finishing with negative abnormal volume on day +60. The DD

(disagreement-disagreement) group has the highest abnormal volume throughout ending the quar-

ter with almost 1000% cumulative volume increase. Divergence of opinion tends to be associated

with higher volume in all periods around the earnings announcement. What is most striking is that

the pattern of abnormal volume changes after the earnings announcement coincident with changes

in the divergence of opinion between social network investors’ opinions and public news releases.

As investors’ opinions move from agreement to disagreement (AD group) around the earnings an-

nouncement period, abnormal volume spikes up and continues to increase until the cumulative

volume of this group passes the level of the disagreement to agreement group.

The pattern is clear: social network divergence of opinion is correlated with trading volume.

Many earnings announcements can in fact increase investors divergence of opinion, and these

changes in divergence are associated with increased volume. Similarly, earnings announcements

can produce convergence without offsetting differences in interpretation trades (Banerjee and Kre-

mer (2010)). When earnings announcements change investors’ opinions from disagreement with

the public information to agreement (DA group). It is this case that corresponds best to earnings

announcements producing conformity among investor’s opinions and in this group abnormal volume

is indeed attenuated, as it is flat for most of the post-earnings announcement period.

All earnings announcements tend to be associated with increases in trading volume at the time

of the announcement; this makes sense as earnings news is often significant for valuation purposes.

We conduct t-tests for differences in the level of abnormal volume at the time of the earnings

announcement (event days -1 to 0) sorting on whether the announcement increases or decreases

agreement. In cases where investors are in disagreement after the earnings announcement volume

is higher in the -1 to 0 period (t-statistic = 4.74). Garfinkel and Sokobin’s (2006) finding that

SUV at the time of the earnings announcement is positively related to future returns is based

on Varian’s (1985) conjecture that asset prices will be lower when investors’ opinions are more

disperse. Implicit in their finding is the assumption that the earnings announcement resolves the
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disagreement and prices rise after the uncertainty is resolved. However, we find that abnormal

volume at the time of earnings announcements is higher when there is disagreement after the

earnings announcement. This finding suggests that SUV appears to be a relatively low power

measure, as earnings announcement period volume is not necessarily directly related to resolution

of disagreement. A testable implication of this finding is that the SUV - positive returns relation

in Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) is only consistent with their theory in the cases where the earnings

announcement resolves disagreement.

In general, the advantage of using Twitter posts to measure divergence of opinion is that

changes in opinion can be estimated more precisely than can be done by looking at changes in

financial variables. The ability to measure continuous changes in opinion allow us to test theories

on disagreement and volume such as Banerjee and Kremer (2010) that rely on accurate measurement

of changes in investor opinions.

5 What causes divergence of opinion?

In this section we investigate the linguistic and tonal features of pre-earnings announcement press

releases. We use the text analysis software DICTION to summarize the tonal features of articles that

are associated with agreement or disagreement. The DICTION software, or other word frequency

text analysis software such as General Inquirer (GI), have been used in many previous studies

to measure tonal or features of financial texts, see Engelberg (2008), Tetlock (2007), Tetlock and

Saar-Tsechansky (2008), Demers and Vega (2010), Davis, Piger, and Sedor (2008).17

The DICTION software package centers around thirty one predefined dictionaries which mea-

sure various linguistic features of a text, these dictionaries containing more than 10,000 unique

words that are used to define the content of a document. The DICTION analysis that we use is

based on normative values that are calibrated using a set of firm-specific public relations articles.

The calibration process gives us the average linguistic properties for firm-specific public relations

documents. This subset of financial news is the best fit to our set of firm specific press releases prior

to earnings announcements. Loughran and McDonald (2011) use a set of 10-K reports to show that

the Harvard Dictionary of linguistic features is not an appropriate benchmark for the analysis of

financial press releases. They show that 73% of the negative words in the Harvard Dictionary are

17See the DICTION website for a full list of scholarly articles that have used DICTION
http://www.dictionsoftware.com
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not typically interpreted as negative in a financial press release. We control for this issue because

our linguistic priors are explicitly determined by a set of firm-specific public relations articles which

measure the central tendencies of this type of financial news and then compare it to the features

of our documents.

Thirty one dictionaries define the following list of linguistic characteristics: tenacity, leveling,

collectives, numerical terms, ambivalence, self-reference, praise, satisfaction, inspiration, blame,

hardship, denial, aggression, accomplishment, communication, motion, cognitive terms, passivity,

familiarity, spatial awareness, temporal awareness, present concern, human interest, concreteness,

past concern, centrality, cooperation, rapport, diversity, exclusion, and liberation. These char-

acteristics are then used to calculate five master variables that summarize the overall tone of a

document and provide an overall understanding of its contents. The master variables are con-

structed by adding and subtracting linguistic characteristics so that the master variables measure

the net tonal features of a document. The first master variable is Certainty which is defined

as Certainty = (Tenacity + Leveling terms + Collective terms + Insistence) − (Numerical

terms + Ambivalence + Self Reference + V ariety). Certainty is a measure of overall reso-

luteness and inflexibility, as well as, a tendency to speak from a position of unquestioned au-

thority. The next master variable is Optimism, which is defined as, Optimism = (Praise +

Satisfaction + Inspiration) − (Blame + Hardship + Denial). Optimism measures how a text

endorses a group or person by highlighting their positive features and attributes. The third master

variable is Realism which measures a document’s tendency to use language that describes tangi-

ble and immediate matters that affect peoples’ lives every day. Realism is defined as, Realism =

(Familiarity+Spatial awareness+Temporal awareness+Present concern+Human interest+

Concreteness) − (Past concern + Complexity) . The fourth master variable is Activity, which is

defines as, Activity = (Aggression+Accomplishment+Communication+Motion)− (Cognitive

terms+ Passivity +Embellishment). Activity is used to measure language featuring change and

the implementation of new ideas. The final master variable is Commonality, which is defined as,

Commonality = (Centrality +Cooperation+Rapport)− (Diversity +Exclusion+ Liberation).

Commonality measure the use of language that highlights agreed upon values.

In addition to the five master variables, DICTION also creates four ratio variables that measure

characteristics of a document that cannot be easily captured by word frequencies alone. These

ratio variables are: Complexity (characters/word), Variety (different words/total words), Insistence
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(heavily used words × total occurrences/10) and Embellishment (adjectives/verbs).

We ask the question: What are the linguistic properties of news releases that are associated

with disagreement or agreement? To answer this we separate all of the news articles in our sam-

ple into two groups based on whether there was agreement (AGREE) or divergence of opinion

(DIV OP ) about the article in the pre-earnings announcement period. This sorting procedure al-

lows us to isolate the linguistic features of a press release that contribute to disagreement among

investors. Once articles are sorted into two groups we run a separate analysis of the linguistic

features of each group; Table 11 reports the output of this analysis. Our analysis compares the

features of our news articles to the average properties in all of firm-specific press releases. If a

document contains a large or small number of words from a certain characteristic then its score

will be above or below the average frequency. A range of the normal frequencies is available for

firm-specific press releases and this range gives us a sense of where our documents differ from the

average characteristics of press releases.

The first interesting feature that we see from Table 11 is that the master variables for the

articles that are associated with agreement are almost all within the normal range for financial

press releases. The only unique feature of this set of press releases is that they tend to exhibit a

larger variety of words than a normal document. This shows us that investors that read news tend

to agree with the sentiment of news if the tonal features in the news are perceived as “normal.”

Next, if we turn to the set of articles that investors disagree with, we see that they have low

levels of Optimism and Certainty. This shows us that the tone of these press releases tend to be less

resolute and show less authority than normal. At the same time, the press releases tend to have fewer

words that highlight the positive virtues of a company. Finally, from the list of calculated variables,

we see that press releases that are associated with investor disagreement are more insistent in their

language. The text of the press releases tend to use the same words repeatedly in an attempt

to persuade the reader. Thus, press releases that induce investor disagreement tend to heavily

reuse words, and the tone of the text lacks praise for the company and makes statements that are

not authoritative or resolute. These results show us that the tone and content of a corporate press

release is associated with perception the investing public has about a company. Tonal and language

constructs in press releases affects the level of disagreement between investors and the company.

Reducing disagreement is clearly an important goal of corporate investor relations departments
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because we show that disagreement between Twitter opinions and press releases can have valuation

consequences.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we use a unique set of data collected from the social networking site Twitter to

measure the divergence of investors’ opinions. We examine the impact of divergence of opinions on

the price and volume reactions to earnings announcements. To our knowledge, this is the first study

that has been able to explicitly measure divergence of opinion among investors rather than relying on

financial market data to construct proxy variables. By measuring the divergence of opinion between

press releases and social network communication we find support for the theoretical predictions of

Miller (1977) and Banerjee and Kremer (2010). We show that divergence of opinion prior to

the earnings announcement is generally uncorrelated with financial market proxies for divergence.

This prior-period divergence of opinion leads to significant negative abnormal returns in the post-

announcement period while agreement prior to the announcement produces no significant abnormal

returns. The significant negative abnormal returns associated with divergence of opinion from

Twitter investors persists even when using financial market dispersion measures or standardized

unexpected earnings as control variables.

We extend our tests to measure the changes in divergence of opinion from the period before

the earnings announcement to the post-earnings announcement period. We find that earnings an-

nouncements where opinions change from agreement prior to the announcement to divergence after

produce positive abnormal returns that markedly differ from the pattern of negative abnormal

returns for the sample where divergence of opinion changes from disagreement before to agree-

ment after the earnings announcements. This test illustrates that while earnings announcement

can sometimes increase consensus among investors, they can also produce the opposite effect, a

divergence of opinion after the announcement is made. These changes in consensus naturally lead

to tests of abnormal volume as a function of whether investor consensus increases or decreases af-

ter the earnings announcement (Holthausen and Verrecchia (1990), Banerjee and Kremer (2010)).

We find that abnormal volume increases when divergence of opinion is high after the earnings

announcement, even when investors were in agreement with publicly available news prior to the

announcement. Likewise, when the earnings announcement produces agreement among investors,

abnormal volume is muted in the post-earnings announcement period.
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Finally, we examine the relation between the linguistic characteristic of press releases and diver-

gence of opinions. We find that the tone of firms’ public relations can affect investors’ perception of

the company. Specifically, a lack of optimism and certainty coupled with repetitive language tends

to induce investors to disagree with the sentiment of press releases. We have shown that diver-

gence of opinions about pre-earnings news can substantially impact firms’ future valuations. Thus,

firms should be continually cognizant of the perceptions of the investing public because changes in

investors’ perceptions can have a material affect on firm value.
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Figure 1: www.Stocktwits.com
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Figure 2: Divergence of Opinions Event Study

This figure depicts post earning announcement cumulative abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated from the
Fama-French 3 factor model, and are cumulated over the (1,60) event window. Firms are separated into two groups based
on the value of the variable DIV OP , which is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between
firm press releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window.

[0pt]
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Figure 3: Divergence of Opinions Event Study top and bottom SUE terciles

This figure depicts post earning announcement cumulative abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated from the
Fama-French 3 factor model, and are cumulated over the (1,60) event window. For this study, we first sort firms into
terciles based on SUE. Then, within the SUE terciles, we sort firms into two groups based on the value of the variable
DIV OP , which is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press releases and
investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window. We then plot the results for the high and low SUE groups. This process
controls for cross sectional differences in unexpected earnings.
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Figure 4: Divergence of Opinions Event Study top and bottom SUE terciles

This figure depicts post earning announcement cumulative abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated from the
Fama-French 3 factor model, and are cumulated over the (-11,60) event window. For this study, we first sort firms into
terciles based on SUE. Then, within the SUE terciles, we sort firms into two groups based on the value of the variable
DIV OP , which is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press releases and
investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window. We then plot the results for the high and low SUE groups. This process
controls for cross sectional differences in unexpected earnings.
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Figure 5: Divergence of Opinions Event Study

This figure depicts post earning announcement cumulative abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated from the
Fama-French 3 factor model, and are cumulated over the (-11,60) event window. For this study, we first sort firms into
two groups based on the value of the variable DIV OP , which is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is
disagreement between firm press releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window. We then plot the results
for the groups.
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Figure 6: Predicted signs of CARs conditional on opinions

This figure shows the four possibilities of changes in opinions around earnings. AA is agreement before and after an
announcement, and AD is agreement before and disagreement after the announcement. DD is disagreement before and
after an announcement, and DA is disagreement before and agreement after. The bottom part of the table gives the
predicted sign of abnormal returns after a particular set of opinions.

Matrix of Changes of Opinions

1st period
Agree Divergence

Agree AA DA
2nd Period Divergence AD DD

Predicted Signs of CARs From Changes of Opinions

Pre Event (-11,-1) Post Event (1,11)
DD Divop→ Divop + or 0 + or 0
DA Divop→ Agree + or 0 -
AA Agree→ Agree N/A N/A
AD Agree→ Divop N/A +
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Figure 7: Changes of opinions around earnings

This figure plots the Fama French 3 Factor CARs for two groups of changes in opinions around earnings over the (1,11)
event window. The first group is AD, which is agreement before and disagreement after the announcement. The second
group is DA, which is disagreement before and agreement after an announcement.
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Figure 8: Changes of opinions around earnings: Volume Test

]

This figure plots abnormal volume for four groups of changes in opinions around earnings announcements over hte (-30,60)
event window. AA is agreement before and after an announcement, and AD is agreement before and disagreement after
the announcement. DD is disagreement before and after an announcement, and DA is disagreement before and agreement
after. To calculate abnormal trading volume we follow the methodology of Campbell and Wasley (1996).
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Table 1: High frequency words from Twitter posts

This table presents the highest frequency words from positive and negative Twitter posts. The frequency statistic is the
percentage that an individual word represents in a given category (ie positive, negative or neutral)

Postive Corpus Negative Corpus
Word Frequency Word Frequency

long 0.84% short 0.74%
good 0.81% down 0.49%
buying 0.48% rt 0.46%
buy 0.45% good 0.40%
bought 0.42% new 0.40%
today 0.42% today 0.37%
get 0.36% last 0.31%
looking 0.36% big 0.31%
looks 0.36% just 0.31%
just 0.33% market 0.28%
go 0.30% get 0.28%
new 0.30% downside 0.28%
above 0.27% rally 0.25%
back 0.27% still 0.25%
strong 0.27% bad 0.25%
week 0.27% sell 0.25%
call 0.24% looks 0.22%
chart 0.24% see 0.22%
low 0.24% looking 0.22%
play 0.24% one 0.22%
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Table 2: Characteristics of News Around Earnings Announcements

This table presents the frequency and type of news articles that are release before and after earnings announcements. The top
panel presents the statistics for the ten trading days prior to an earnings announcement, and the bottom panel presents the
ten days after the announcement.

News Articles in the 10 Days Before Earnings Annoucements
News Type Num. Articles Agreement Agreement% DIVOP DIVOP %

Corp Gov 43 19 44% 24 56%
Earnings 1,958 1,208 62% 750 38%
Finance 57 9 16% 48 84%
General 945 474 50% 471 50%
Legal 2 1 50% 1 50%
Operations 1,765 852 48% 913 52%
Restructuring 751 405 54% 346 46%

Sum 5,521 2,968 54% 2,553 46%

News Articles in the 10 Days After Earnings Annoucements
News Type Num. Articles Agreement Agreement% DIVOP DIVOP %

Corp Gov 72 38 53% 34 47%
Earnings 2,520 1,284 51% 1,236 49%
Finance 147 110 75% 37 25%
General 1,050 532 51% 518 49%
Legal 12 9 75% 3 25%
Operations 1,747 936 54% 811 46%
Restructuring 967 414 43% 553 57%

Sum 6,515 3,323 51% 3,192 49%
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Table 3: Summary Statistics

This table presents summary statistics of the 1,398 sample firms from the sample period of October 1st, 2008 to December
31st, 2009. Market capitalization is measured at the end of 2007. Book-to-market ratio is book equity of fiscal year ending
in calendar year 2007 divided by market capitalization at the end of 2007. Analyst coverage is the number of analysts
covering a firm as of September 2007. We include summary statistics of the non-standardized values of the communication
variables (number of posts, number of articles) used throughout the paper. DIV OP is a dummy variable that takes the
value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window. Daily
market adjusted turnover, MATO, is the firm volume divided by shares outstanding, minus a similarly calculated measure
over all NYSE/AMEX firms. ∆TO is the change in market adjusted turnover, which is calculated as daily MATO minus
the median 180 moving average of MATO. Standardized unexpected volume, SUV , is the scaled prediction errors from a
market model-style model regression of volume on absolute valued returns. INCV OL is the standard deviation of seasonally
differenced ratio of quarterly operating income divided by average total assets measured over the 20 quarters prior to the
earnings announcement quarter. RETV OL is the standard deviation of of a firm’s daily excess returns relative to a value
weighted market index, over a 45 day period ending 10 days before the earnings announcement. DISP , dispersion of analysts’
forecasts. AGE is ln(1/firm age), where firm age is the length of time a firm has been covered by CRSP. TURN is average
daily turnover measures over a 45 day period ending 10 days before the earnings announcement day. We report the same
summary statistics after sorting firms into two groups based on their level of DIV OP over the entire sample period.

Full Sample: Panel A

Mean Std Dev P10 P25 P50 P75 P90

Market Cap. ($M) 8,376 28,463 262 498 1,375 4,810 17,343
Book/Market Ratio 0.40 0.39 0.10 0.20 0.33 0.55 0.79
Analyst Coverage 8.66 6.42 1.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 18.00
Avg. Daily Ret. (%) 0.21 0.21 0.01 0.09 0.17 0.30 0.45
No. Posts 0.13 0.45 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.25
No. Articles 0.24 0.24 0.00 0.03 0.14 0.40 0.63
DIVOP 0.11 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.28
IMPACT 143.68 800.83 -3.28 0.00 15.76 77.40 362.39
MATO -0.40 0.74 -1.10 -0.91 -0.59 -0.13 0.55
∆ TO 0.01 0.09 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03
SUV 2.88 32.16 -19.64 -11.28 -2.04 9.47 26.78
INCVOL 2.81 5.66 0.36 0.67 1.24 2.48 5.51
RETVOL 3.42 1.42 1.86 2.42 3.18 4.20 5.20
AGE 24.43 17.34 7.84 10.86 16.86 37.86 57.86
TURN 0.92 0.65 0.14 0.48 0.81 1.25 1.81
DISP 0.37 0.88 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.27 0.91
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Low Divergence of Opinions: Panel B

Mean Std Dev P10 P25 P50 P75 P90

Market Cap. ($M) 4,273 24,325 241 416 807 2,135 6,093
Book/Market Ratio 0.42 0.37 0.12 0.21 0.35 0.58 0.79
Analyst Coverage 6.49 4.92 1.00 3.00 6.00 9.00 13.00
Avg. Daily Ret. (%) 0.20 0.23 -0.03 0.08 0.17 0.31 0.46
No. Posts 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.07
No. Articles 0.05 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.11
DIVOP 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
IMPACT 38.75 169.61 -2.78 0.00 6.30 24.35 84.52
MATO -0.67 0.56 -1.18 -1.01 -0.82 -0.49 0.00
∆ TO 0.02 0.12 -0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03
SUV 5.64 38.35 -18.95 -10.94 -0.55 11.88 30.34
INCVOL 3.31 6.94 0.35 0.70 1.31 2.72 6.95
RETVOL 3.56 1.35 1.96 2.60 3.44 4.30 5.32
AGE 20.66 15.46 6.85 9.00 14.87 26.00 47.86
TURN 0.69 0.54 0.00 0.33 0.59 0.93 1.38
DISP 0.38 0.86 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.32 1.02

High Divergence of Opinions: Panel C

Mean Std Dev P10 P25 P50 P75 P90

Market Cap. ($M) 13,538 33,424 429 1,015 2,900 10,325 32,545
Book/Market Ratio 0.37 0.40 0.09 0.18 0.30 0.51 0.77
Analyst Coverage 11.27 6.96 3.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 21.00
Avg. Daily Ret. (%) 0.21 0.20 0.04 0.10 0.17 0.29 0.45
No. Posts 0.23 0.61 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.20 0.43
No. Articles 0.42 0.21 0.16 0.24 0.38 0.59 0.73
DIVOP 0.22 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.23 0.43
IMPACT 245.06 1092.82 -3.65 7.86 38.83 174.82 668.23
MATO -0.17 0.81 -0.95 -0.73 -0.40 0.21 0.83
∆ TO 0.00 0.06 -0.04 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03
SUV 0.45 25.27 -19.86 -11.62 -3.25 7.76 22.94
INCVOL 2.35 4.07 0.36 0.62 1.19 2.31 4.95
RETVOL 3.29 1.47 1.80 2.29 3.01 4.04 5.06
AGE 27.96 18.26 8.86 12.86 19.86 45.86 58.86
TURN 1.14 0.68 0.38 0.69 1.03 1.56 2.07
DISP 0.36 0.89 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.24 0.88
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Table 5: Divergence of Opinion and Returns

This table tests the relationship between divergence of opinion and abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated from
the Fama-French 3 Factor model. CAR2, CAR10, CAR20 and CAR60 are cumulative abnormal returns over the (0,1),
(0,9), (0,19) and (0,59) event windows respectively. We include DIV OP as the key explanatory variable, which is a dummy
variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11)
event window . We add the key control variables IMPACT , which measures the level of investor sentiment, NEWS, which
measures the sentiment of firm press releases and SUE, which measures standardized unexpected earnings as the difference
between the actual and expected (based on IBES median estimates) earnings divided by price. We also include, but do not
report, the additional controls of firm market capitalization and ten days of lagged abnormal returns. All regressions are
firm fixed effects panel data regressions on our 1,398 sample firms. Driscoll and Kraay (1998) robust t-stats, which con-
trol for time series and cross-sectional correlation, are reported below coefficients in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES CAR2 CAR10 CAR20 CAR60

DIVOP -0.876*** -1.293*** -1.568*** -2.110***
(-3.05) (-3.06) (-2.82) (-2.76)

SUE 0.824 1.819 -0.792 -8.855***
(0.74) (1.06) (-0.31) (-2.86)

IMPACT 0.252** 0.034 0.208 -0.159
(2.19) (0.14) (0.63) (-0.44)

NEWS -0.276** -0.057 -0.435 0.065
(-2.13) (-0.25) (-1.49) (0.18)

Observations 5,422 5,422 5,422 5,422
R-sq 0.006 0.009 0.013 0.030
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Table 6: Divergence of Opinion and Returns (Berkman et al. (2009) Controls)

This table tests the relationship between divergence of opinion and abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated
from the Fama-French 3 Factor model. CAR20 is the cumulation of abnormal returns over the (0,19) event window. We
include DIV OP as the key explanatory variable, which is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement
between firm press releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window . We add the key control variables
IMPACT , which measures the level of investor sentiment, NEWS, which measures the sentiment of firm press releases
and SUE, which measures standardized unexpected earnings as the difference between the actual and expected (based on
IBES median estimates) earnings divided by price.. We also include, but do not report, the additional controls of firm
market capitalization and ten days of lagged abnormal returns. We include five proxies for divergence of opinion following
Berkman et al. (2009) INCV OL , RETV OL, DISP , AGE and TURN . INCV OL is the standard deviation of seasonally
differenced ratio of quarterly operating income divided by average total assets measured over the 20 quarters prior to the
earnings announcement quarter. RETV OL is the standard deviation of of a firm’s daily excess returns relative to a value
weighted market index, over a 45 day period ending 10 days before the earnings announcement. DISP , dispersion of analysts’
forecasts. AGE is ln(1/firm age), where firm age is the length of time a firm has been covered by CRSP. TURN is average
daily turnover measures over a 45 day period ending 10 days before the earnings announcement day. All regressions are
firm fixed effects panel data regressions on our 1,398 sample firms. Driscoll and Kraay (1998) robust t-stats, which con-
trol for time series and cross-sectional correlation, are reported below coefficients in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES CAR20 CAR20 CAR20 CAR20 CAR20

DIVOP -1.302** -1.465*** -1.589*** -1.522*** -1.650***
(-2.44) (-2.66) (-2.87) (-2.81) (-3.44)

SUE -1.304 -0.674 -0.799 -0.741 1.083
(-0.51) (-0.26) (-0.31) (-0.29) (0.64)

IMPACT 0.403 0.193 0.207 0.261 0.446
(1.20) (0.59) (0.63) (0.81) (1.32)

NEWS -0.521* -0.476* -0.434 -0.480 -0.574*
(-1.77) (-1.65) (-1.49) (-1.64) (-1.66)

INCVOL 4.826**
(2.52)

RETVOL 0.987**
(2.08)

DISP 0.081*
(1.88)

AGE -5.572
(-1.01)

TURN 0.604
(0.51)

Observations 5,132 5,419 5,422 5,328 4,285
R-sq 0.018 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.018
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Table 7: Divergence of Opinion and Returns (Garfinkel and Sokobin (2006) Controls)

This table tests the relationship between divergence of opinion and abnormal returns. Abnormal returns are calculated from the
Fama-French 3 Factor model. CAR20 is the cumulation of abnormal returns over the (0,19) event window. We include DIV OP
as the key explanatory variable, which is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press
releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event window . We add the key control variables IMPACT , which measures
the level of investor sentiment, NEWS, which measures the sentiment of firm press releases and SUE, which measures
standardized unexpected earnings as the difference between the actual and expected (based on IBES median estimates)
earnings divided by price.. We also include, but do not report, the additional controls of firm market capitalization and ten
days of lagged abnormal returns. Daily market adjusted turnover, MATO, is the firm volume divided by shares outstanding,
minus a similarly calculated measure over all NYSE/AMEX firms. ∆TO is the change in market adjusted turnover, which
is calculated as daily MATO minus the median 180 moving average of MATO. Standardized unexpected volume, SUV , is
the scaled prediction errors from a market model-style model regression of volume on absolute valued returns. All regressions
are firm fixed effects panel data regressions on our 1,398 sample firms. Driscoll and Kraay (1998) robust t-stats, which con-
trol for time series and cross-sectional correlation, are reported below coefficients in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES CAR20 CAR20 CAR20

DIVOP -1.056** -1.587*** -1.384***
(-2.39) (-3.45) (-2.97)

SUE 3.161 2.801 2.763
(0.57) (0.65) (0.50)

IMPACT -0.114 -0.205 -0.166
(-0.65) (-1.36) (-1.07)

NEWS -0.156 -0.137 -0.165
(-0.67) (-0.50) (-0.64)

MATO -0.624 -0.422
(-1.26) (-0.73)

∆TO -0.293 -0.558
(-0.78) (-1.44)

SUV -0.172 0.292
(-0.69) (1.26)

Observations 4,208 4,230 4,111
R-sq 0.013 0.012 0.013
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Table 8: Divergence of Opinions Event Study

This table presents an earnings announcement day event study which sorts on the variable DIV OP , which is a dummy variable
that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press releases and investor sentiment over the (-1,-11) event
window. Pre and post earnings announcement cumulative returns over various event window from 30 days before an earnings
announcement to 60 days after the announcement. The top panel present the returns to firms were there is divergence of
opinions and the bottom panel present the returns to firms without divergence before the earnings announcement.

Divergence of Opinions
Window N CAR T-stat

(-30,-2) 730 0.54% 0.591
(-1,0) 730 0.61% 2.545**

(+1,+5) 730 -0.67% -1.767*
(+1,+10) 730 -0.87% -1.624
(+1,+15) 730 -1.01% -1.539
(+1,+20) 730 -1.56% -2.048**
(+1,+30) 730 -1.89% -2.029**
(+1,+50) 730 -3.66% -3.040***
(+1,+60) 730 -4.00% -3.036***

No Divergence of Opinions
Window N CAR T-stat

(-30,-2) 4139 -0.85% -1.905*
(-1,0) 4139 0.51% 4.343***

(+1,+5) 4139 0.22% 1.177
(+1,+10) 4139 -0.14% -0.531
(+1,+15) 4139 -0.16% -0.516
(+1,+20) 4139 -0.10% -0.275
(+1,+30) 4139 0.02% 0.038
(+1,+50) 4139 -0.39% -0.664
(+1,+60) 4139 -0.57% -0.89
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Table 9: Divergence of Opinion Event Study (SUE Ranks)

This table presents an earnings announcement day event study which sorts on the variables DIV OP and SUE. DIV OP is a
dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if there is disagreement between firm press releases and investor sentiment over the
(-1,-11) event window, and SUE measures standardized unexpected earnings as the difference between the actual and expected
(based on IBES median estimates) earnings divided by price. Firms are first sorted into three groups based on SUE and then
sorted into two subsets based on the presence of DIV OP . Pre and post earnings announcement cumulative returns over various
event window from 30 days before an earnings announcement to 60 days after the announcement. The results for high SUE
firms are reported on the left side of the table and low SUE firms are reported on the right.

High SUE Low SUE
Window N CAR T-stat Window N CAR T-stat

(-30,-2) 1407 1.09% 1.503 (-30,-2) 1154 -1.55% -2.328**
(-1,0) 1407 2.28% 11.955*** (-1,0) 1154 -1.41% -8.082***
(+1,+5) 1407 2.83% 9.393*** (+1,+5) 1154 -2.47% -8.953***
(+1,+10) 1407 2.80% 6.561*** (+1,+10) 1154 -2.97% -7.622***
(+1,+15) 1407 2.89% 5.531*** (+1,+15) 1154 -2.77% -5.789***
(+1,+20) 1407 3.15% 5.224*** (+1,+20) 1154 -2.41% -4.371***
(+1,+30) 1407 3.41% 4.627*** (+1,+30) 1154 -1.99% -2.947***
(+1,+50) 1407 3.41% 3.578*** (+1,+50) 1154 -2.18% -2.504**
(+1,+60) 1407 3.31% 3.171** (+1,+60) 1154 -2.12% -2.214**

High SUE (Div op) Low SUE (Div op)
Window N CAR T-stat Window N CAR T-stat

(-30,-2) 216 6.04% 3.369*** (-30,-2) 164 -0.11% -0.058
(-1,0) 216 2.83% 6.017*** (-1,0) 164 -0.92% -1.809*
(+1,+5) 216 1.36% 1.831* (+1,+5) 164 -3.17% -3.951***
(+1,+10) 216 1.46% 1.384 (+1,+10) 164 -3.37% -2.973***
(+1,+15) 216 1.77% 1.372 (+1,+15) 164 -3.38% -2.433**
(+1,+20) 216 1.47% 0.989 (+1,+20) 164 -3.84% -2.394**
(+1,+30) 216 1.38% 0.759 (+1,+30) 164 -4.19% -2.133*
(+1,+50) 216 -0.28% -0.118 (+1,+50) 164 -4.51% -1.779*
(+1,+60) 216 -0.54% -0.211 (+1,+60) 164 -5.27% -1.897*
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Table 10: Changes in Opinions

This table presents an event study condition on changes in opinions around earnings. If the variable DIV OP takes the value of
one then there is disagreement, if DIV OP is zero then there is agreement. The pre-event period is measured over the (-11,-1)
window, and the post event period is measured over the (1,11) window. We define four possible outcomes for changes in opinion.
AA, which is defined as agreement before and after an earnings announcement, AD, agreement before and disagreement after
DD, disagrement before and after and DA, disagreement before and agreement after the earnings announcement. We report
various event windows over the (-11,20) event time period.

Shifts of Opinion Around Earnings
Agree-Agree (AA) Divop-Divop (DD)

Window N CAR T-stat Window N CAR T-stat

(-11,-1) 3715 -0.11% -0.412 (-11,-1) 437 1.52% 1.962*
(-1,+1) 3715 0.47% 3.442*** (-1,+1) 437 0.26% 0.652
(+1,+5) 3714 -0.36% -2.034* (+1,+5) 437 -0.03% -0.049
(+1,+11) 3714 -0.96% -3.678*** (+1,+11) 437 0.14% 0.181
(+1,+15) 3714 -0.85% -2.771** (+1,+15) 437 -0.11% -0.118
(+1,+20) 3714 -0.75% -2.126* (+1,+20) 437 -0.83% -0.793

Agree-Divop (AD) Divop-Agree (DA)
Window N CAR T-stat Window N CAR T-stat

(-11,-1) 561 0.86% 1.384 (-11,-1) 730 -0.06% -0.106
(-1,+1) 561 1.65% 5.078*** (-1,+1) 730 0.17% 0.612
(+1,+5) 561 1.02% 2.440* (+1,+5) 730 -0.95% -2.632**
(+1,+11) 561 2.19% 3.524*** (+1,+11) 730 -1.63% -3.064**
(+1,+15) 561 1.80% 2.483* (+1,+15) 730 -1.61% -2.591**
(+1,+20) 561 1.05% 1.257 (+1,+20) 730 -1.88% -2.613**
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Table 11: Linguistic Characteristics of News

This table presents a linguistic analysis produced by DICTION software. The normative values are set by using a set
of firm public relations news. The high and low range of normative values set a range that is average for this type of
communication. This table present the results for all articles that are associated with either agreement or DIVOP in the
pre-earnings-announcement period. The tables present the 5 master variables used by DICTION as well as four calculated
variables. See section 5 for a description of these variables. A * indicates that the features of a document set fall outside of
the normal parameters for public relations news.

Normative Values
Master Variable AGREE Score DIVOP Score Low Range High Range

Activity 50.38 50.70 48.16 52.43
Optimism 48.64 47.27* 48.21 55.58
Certainty 50.65 45.09* 48.44 52.71
Realism 46.40 47.97 44.40 50.67
Commonality 50.39 50.01 48.40 54.08

Normative Values
Calculated Variables AGREE Score DIVOP Score Low Range High Range

Insistence 49.43 133.55* 9.40 99.67
Embellishment 0.44 0.33 0.27 0.94
Variety 0.54* 0.5 0.45 0.53
Complexity 4.91 5.04 4.62 5.40
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